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STABILITY OF FOLIATIONS

BY

HAROLD I. LEVINE(l) AND MICHAEL SHUB(2)

ABSTRACT. Let X be a compact manifold and let i be an integer.   It is

shown that the set of homeomorphism conjugacy classes of germs at X of foli-

ations of codimension k and the set of homeomorphism conjugacy classes of

(holonomy) representations of II (X) in the group of germs at 0 of 0-fixed self-

diffeomorphisms of R    are homeomorphic when given appropriate topologies.

Stable foliation germs and stable holonomy representations correspond under this

homeomorphism.  It is shown that there are no stable foliation germs at a toral leaf

if the dimension of the torus is greater than one.

0. Introduction.  The qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations on

compact manifolds without boundary may be considered a part of the theory of

foliations, but the question of stability which has dominated so much of the re-

cent work on vector fields and diffeomorphisms has been largely untouched for

foliations.   The relation between global and local perturbations is different for

the two theories; whereas every local perturbation of a vector field extends to a

global perturbation, the same is not true for foliations.   This can be seen by com-

paring Hirsch's sufficient condition for global stability (quoted below) with our

nonexistence theorem for local stable foliations at a toral leaf.

In trying to generalize certain stability theorems for vector fields one can

assume the existence of a vector field tangent to the leaves which has a stabili-

zing effect on the foliation.   For example.

Theorem (Hirsch).  A foliation of a compact manifold which admits a normally

hyperbolic vector field is stable.

In the same spirit, another easy consequence of [H.P.S.] is the local theorem

of persistence of a compact leaf:

Theorem. Let X be a leaf of a foliation cp.   Suppose there is a neighborhood

U of X and a vector field in U tangent to cp and normally hyperbolic at X.   Then
i ^

given a Cl-small perturbation cp of cp in U, there is an embedding i: X —* U,

Cl-close to the inclusion of X in U, such that i (X) is a leaf of cp.
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On the other hand at a compact leaf X of a foliation of codimension k one

has the holonomy representation.   This is a representation, defined up to conjuga-

tion by elements of Diff (R*, o). of IIj(X) in Diff (R*, o), the germs of local

diffeomorphisms of R    at the origin which leave the origin fixed.   This is the gen-

eralization of the Poincaré transform.   The holonomy group of X is the image of

the holonomy representation; this too is only defined up to conjugacy.

Theorem (Reeb stability theorem). Let X be a compact leaf of a differentiate

foliation.   If the holonomy of X is finite then X has a fundamental system of

neighborhoods each of which is a union of leaves.

That the stability in these two results arises because of completely different

reasons is made clear by

Proposition. Let X be a leaf of foliations of a compact manifold which admits

a normally hyperbolic vector field.   Then X admits a nonvanishing vector field

and if X is compact IL(X) is infinite.

Proof. Suppose the vector field tangent to X has a singularity, the strong

stable manifold of the singularity [H.P.S.] would contradict the completeness of

the leaves.   If X is compact take a recurrent orbit, close it up and observe that

the image of the homotopy class of that curve under the holonomy representation

is hyperbolic and hence the homotopy class is of infinite order.   We shall concern

ourselves with local perturbations of foliations in a neighborhood of a compact

leaf and stability questions arising from such perturbations.   It is interesting that

we can prove (see §11) that a foliation is never locally stable in the neighborhood

of a toral leaf T* for k > 1, whereas many of the globally stable foliations of

Hirsch have toral leaves.   Thus it is clear that there are local perturbations that

do not extend and that the global stability of a foliation is strongly affected by

the integrability conditions.

In part I, the notions of stability of a compact leaf of a germ of a foliation

are defined.   The object of §1 is to identify the space J of homeomorphism

equivalence classes of foliation germs in a neighborhood of a compact «-manifold

X embedded in in + ¿)-dimensional manifolds, with a subspace Iff (X, Diff R )|

of HxiX, Horneo Rfe).   The subspace j x oí those foliation germs at X having

X as a leaf is identified with the space |Rep (II (X), Diff (Rfe, 0))i of homeomor-

phism conjugacy classes of holonomy representations.

This identification allows us to reduce the study of stability of foliations

mod X to the study of stability of holonomy representations.

In part II, this reduction is exploited in order to show that there are no stable

foliation germs mod a toral leaf T    tor k > 1.
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While this paper only deals with the stability of foliations in the neighborhood

of a given compact leaf, i.e. stability in J x, Hirsch [HirschJ has dealt with the

persistence of the compact leaf under perturbations.

I. Foliation germs at a compact manifold X; the basic homeomorphism theorem.

1. Let M be an in + zi)-dimensional manifold of class Cl, t > 1.   Let F AM)

be the set of C'-foliations of codimension k.   We fix t, k,  and n and delete them

where possible from the notation.   In the obvious way FÍM) is a subset of the

C'- '-sections of G ÍTM) over M,  YÍG  Í.TM)). Hete G ÍTM) is the bundle over
77 n n

M whose fibre over x £ M is the Grassmann manifold of n-dimensional subspaces

of ÍTM)x.   On r(G ÍTM)), we put the C'~'-Whitney topology, and we take FÍM)

with the induced topology.   Since the inclusion, FÍM) —► YÍG ÍTM)) involves

taking one derivative, we call this topology on FÍM) the C'-topology.

Now let X be a compact n-dimensional manifold.   Our object here is to study

perturbations of foliations having X as a leaf, in a neighborhood of the X-leaf.

These perturbations may not be restricted to those that preserve X as a leaf.

Thus we want to look at foliations of in + fe)-dimensional manifolds in the neigh-

borhood of an imbedded X where we make no assumptions that X is a leaf of the

foliation. However since we are interested in foliations close to ones having X

as a leaf we require that the leaves of the foliation are locally graphs over X.   For

our purposes, therefore, it is no restriction to consider foliations of a neighborhood

of the zero section of an R -bundle over X, whose leaves project nonsingularly

to X.

Let v be an R -bundle over X with projection n and zero section z . Let

U be an open neighborhood of z (X), and let F ÍU) be the set of those foliations

a £ Fill) such that

(zg>(«)) = (TX)Vu).

We topologize F W) as a subset of FÍU), with the C'-topology.  We let Fv XÍU)

C F ÍU) be the subs pace of those foliations a such that oiz^ix)) = (z )*ÍTX x).

Let F   = Uf ÍU) and F    v = KJF    AU), where the union is taken over all
V V V, A V,A.

open neighborhoods U of z (X) and the F ÍU) ate disjoint for distinct U.

Finally let F = U F    and Fx = UF^ x where this union is taken over all

R*-bundles over X.   Thus F and Fx ate disjoint unions of topological spaces;

they are given the obvious topologies .

For each r, 0 < r < t, we introduce an equivalence relation in F.   Let a¡ e

YÍG ÍTU.)) represent foliations in F.,.,  i = 1, 2.   We say that a, and o-   are
n        i A vi i ¿

C'-equivalent at X  if there are open sets  V¿ of z^ (X) in U. and a C'-diffeomor-

phism h: Vl ~* V2 such that
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(1)

z
V2

VjCfJ,

'2cu2

commutes.

(2) h takes leaves to leaves.

Note that E^ is a union of equivalence classes.   For any r, 0 < r < t, we

denote by JT and JTX the quotients of F and Fx respectively by the C-equiva-

lence relation and give each the quotient topology.   Thus we have ÏC a subspace

of 3T.

// v is an R -bundle over X, let jtv and 3^ x be the images of Fv and

Pv x in Jr and JTX, respectively; JTy and iP x are open in jr and 5^, respectively.

Note.  Hereafter, we will omit the superscript r when r = t; that is, we will

write J for J1 etc.

The set J v is the set of germs at zyiX) of C'-foliations, and the topology

on Jv is defined by the it - l)-jet at z^iX) of the germ of the section into the

Grassmannian which defines the foliation.

For any r, 0 < r < t, the forgetful map 5x — 7TX is continuous.

Definition. A foliation class o £ 3"x is CT-stable if the forgetful map *$ x~*

J^ is constant on a neighborhood of o".

Questions. (1) Is the Cr-stability of a equivalent to: the image of a in jI,

is an isolated point?

(2) Is the forgetful map 3"x —* J^. open?

Definition. A foliation in Fx is C-stable at X if its image in Jx is r-stable.

Generally we shall be interested in C -stability, thus when we say that a

foliation (or its class) is stable we will mean C-stable.

2. Let Horneo1" (R*1) be the set of germs of local C-diffeomorphism of R ,

and let Homeor(Rfe, O) be the group of those elements of Homeor(R ) with source

and target equal to the origin.   For the integer t introduced in the preceding

paragraph, we let Homeo'(Rfe) = Diff Rfe and Horneo' (R*, 0) = Diff (R*. 0).  We

topologize Diff Rfe by means of the f-jets at the source; that is we give it the

weakest topology making the map continuous.

Diff Rfe -/'(R\ Rk): f - /'/Oc) = ix, fix), ffix)\

where / is a germ at x.   Call this topology on Diff R    and the induced topology

on the subset Diff(R\ 0), the C'-topology.

In distinction to the C'-topology, we have the usual sheaf topology on

HomeotR*1), for any r.   A basic open set in this topology is (/, U) the set of

germs of / at all points of U where U is an open set in R    and / is a
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C-diffeomorphism of U into R .   Note that in this topology  Diff (R*, 0) is discrete.

We use the sheaf topology on Diff R* and Diff (R*, 0) to define the sets

HliX, Diff R*) and //'(X, DiffCR*. 0)).   The inclusion of Diff R* in Homeor(R*)

for r < í induces a map from HlÍX, Diff R*) into HXÍX, Homeor R*).  We denote

the image of this map by Iff Kx, Diff R*)Ir.   Similarly, Iff Kx, Diff(R*, 0))lr is

the image of HXÍX, Diff(Rfe, 0)) in HXÍX, Homeo'tR*, 0)).

To topologize HxiX, Diff R*) and HxiX, Diff(R\ 0)), it suffices to topologize,

in a consistent way, the set of 1-cochains CxiTL, Diff R ) for U a finite open

cover of X.   But CXÍU, Diff Rfe) is just the product over all pairs U, V, e 11  such

that (/nV/0   of the sets CÍU C\ V, Diff R*) of continuous maps of U O V

into Diff R* (with the sheaf topology).   We give CÍU n V, Diff R*) the topology

of uniform convergence using the C'-topology on Diff R .  Notice that the analo-

gously defined topology on CxiU, Diff(R*. 0)) identifies CKU, Diff(R*. 0)) as a

subspace of (Diff (R , Q))q where q is the number of pairs U, V e U with

U nV¿ 0.

By a result of Haefliger ([Hj, p. 303], [H2, p. 382] or [H}, p. 188]) there are

1 : 1 correspondences

5 ^ HxiX, DiffR*)    and    Jx  t HXÍX, Diff(R*, 0))

which commute with the inclusions 7x —* ? and HXÍX, Diff (R , 0)) —•

H (X, Diff R ).   It is obvious that for each r this correspondence h projects to

a 1:1 correspondence hr in the commutative diagram:

?   h    HxiX, DiffR*)

y -^ if/Hx, DiffR*)r

Since the topologies on ?r and ¡zV'(X, Diff R*)|  are quotient topologies of the

two vertical maps, to prove br is a homeomorphism it suffices to prove that h is

a homeomorphism.   The proof of this is carried out in §4.

For each r, 0 < r < t, there is another space homeomorphic to Jrx, namely

the space of Cr-conjugacy classes of representations of ll^X) into Diff (R , 0).

The correspondence associates to each Cr-foliation class the Cr-class of its

holonomy representation.

Let RepdljtX), Diff (Rfe, 0)) be the set of representations of IljiX) into the

group Diff(Rfe, 0), and let iRepdl^X), Diff(R*. 0))|' be the set of equivalence

classes of such representations, where two representations are equivalent if they

are conjugate by an element of Homeor(R , 0), the group of germs of local homeo-

morphisms of R    at 0.   Where no confusion is likely to arise we will write simply

Rep and ÍRepir.
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We topologize Rep as follows: Since Hj(X) is finitely presented we can

choose a finite set of generators y., • • •, y   and map

y: Rep Diff(R\ or

-♦ ipiyj, •••.p(y,))

and put the y-induced topology on Rep.   This topology is independent of the choice

of generators.   In fact if r¡x, • • •t¡s is another set of generators, then there are

words wiiy1j • • • » y) = T). and v .ir)x, • • •, qs) = y. which define continuous maps

w and v, making the following diagram commute:

Rep ,-»(DiîKR*. 0))'

(Diff(R\ 0))s

Thus in the y-induced topology, 77 = w ° y is continuous so the y-induced topology

contains the 77-induced topology.

We give |Rep(Hj(X), Diff(R*. 0))!' the quotient topology.

Definition. A representation p e RepUl^X), Diff (R*, 0)) is CT-stable if

the forgetful map

Rep(nj(X), Diff(R*, 0)) - |Rep(nj(X), Diff(R\ 0))|r

is constant on a neighborhood of p.

In the next section we establish a homeomorphism between

\hHx, Diff(R\ 0))lr and  iRepUI/X), Diff(Rfe, 0))l'

for 0 < r < t.

Our results can be summarized:

Theorem 1. (a) The map h: 3r —» HxiX, Diff R*) is a homeomorphism which

projects to a homeomorphism hT such that the following diagram commutes:

N.
-> HxiX, Diff(R*, 0))

/

Î*
Í

3'

->HxiX, Diff R*)

i
-—.|f/Hx, DiffR*1)]'

\y .,
-> ir/Hx, Diff(R*. 0))lr
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(b) [HxiX, Diff(Rfe, 0))\T and ÍRepÜI^X), Diff(Rfe, 0))]r are bomeomorpbic

and the homeomorphisms commute with the forgetful maps. In particular the follow-

ing diagram commutes:

HliX, Diff(R*, 0)) —iRepttl.Ort, Diff(R*, 0))j'

1 1
If/Hx, Diff(R\ O))!'—»(RepOl^), Diff(R\ 0))l'

(In both parts 0 < r < t and the topologies are the Cl-topologies for t > 1.)

From this theorem we see that the study of stability of foliations at X is

equivalent to the study of stability of representations of TIA.X) in Diff (R*, O).

More generally, if G is any subgroup of Diff (R , O) with the inherited C'-topology

and %XG is the image under ihT)~l oí [HxiX, G)Y, then

Corollary. There are homeomorphisms kT (0 < r < t) such that the following

diagram commutes:

3*.c -Ü-+ f Rep ar.(x), G)\s

fr.C _*__, {RepfJIjOf), G)Y

for 0 < t < s <t: the vertical maps are the forgetful projections.

Here |Rep(n.(X), G)\r is the image under the forgetful projection of

RepUIj(X), G) in iRepin^X), Diff(R\ 0)),r.  The proof of the corollary is merely

the proof that [HxiX, G)Y and iReptn^X), G)|r are naturally (with respect to

forgetfulness) homeomorphic.   This is proved in the next paragraph.

3. In this paragraph we construct a homeomorphism between [H (X, G)\r and

|Rep(nj(X), G)\r tor any r, 0 < r < t,  and G, any subgroup of Diff (Rfe, 0).  Since

r is fixed in this paragraph we will suppress it.

Let U = |t/,, •• •, t/  } be a finite open cover by coordinate balls such that .if

1/. O Í/ . = (/.. j£ 0 then U . U U . is simply connected and if U . D1/ , n U, =
I 7 t;      ^ i ) r ' t ] k

Ui -k¿0 then IL U U . U t/fe is simply connected.  We will show that [H HU, G)\

and |Rep(n,(X), G)| are homeomorphic.   From the construction given below, it

it clear that if 8 is any covering of X of the same type that refines 11 then the

homeomorphism of {H'OB, G)\  and iRepin^X), G)l can be defined so that

l/vKn, G)\

P.„ "">|Rep(n.(X),G)l

[Hli% G)\
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commutes, where pcu is the refinement map.  Thus we will have defined a homeo-

morphism of jff '(X, G)} and .Reptn^X), G)}.

Let Z (11, G) = Z l be the set of 1-cocycles based on the covering U.   Let

q be the number of pairs (z, /) with  1 <i, ; <u such that U.. ¿ 0.   Then as men-

tioned in §2, Z1 is just a subset of Gq.   Let A be the inclusion of Z1 in Gq.

For each l/f e 11, choose a point x; e í/¿,  i = 1, .. •, u; we construct a set

of ? generators for Il^X, x ^).   For each U ..¿ 0t i < /, choose an arc D.. in

l/V U U. joining x{ to x .   We will denote by D ... D~} , and D .. is the constantly

x(. path.   For each x¿, choose a path C. from x. to x. having the form

D j. D.  .   ••• Dy ,-.   For Cj we take the constant path.   Let y,.. be the homotopy

class of Cp..C?l.  Since any closed path at x.  is homotopic to one of the form

D..D.  .   •••D.j, the set {y¿.{ obviously generates H.(X, x ).  Using this set

of generators define the map y from Rep = Rep(Ilj(X, x ,), G) into Gq.   By the

definition of the topology in Rep and Z    we have two continuous inclusions

y:Rep -G^-Z^X.

The image of y is contained in the image of A.   To see this we need merely show

that if Uijk ¿ 0 that yip) {j °yip)jk = /p),* but

yip)u oyip)jk = p(y,,.) oPiyjk) = piy^A = i[cpijCjx][cp.kc-k1])

= ftePiPflF?* - PttC^^C;»^ = p(y,.fe) = yip),.,.

Here we have used the simple connectivity of 1/. U I/. Ut/fe, D¡p .¡D^ ¡^ 1.

Thus we have a 1: 1 continuous map cp: Rep —» Z    defined by X ° <£ = y.  To

construct a map in the other direction we define a map r from G* to itself so that

the image of r ° X is contained in the image of y.

We have chosen as representative of y., a word in the paths \Dk[\ which

begins with D.   and ends with D .-.  Call this word r¿.(D); r.. is a word in 17

symbols.   Thus we may define r. Gq —* Gq by Mg))¿ • = rí;(g) for g e Gq.   This

map is obviously continuous.  To show that the image of r ° X is in the image of

y, let g be in the image of X.  Define piyA = '"¿.•(g)«  We must snow *at p thus

defined on the generators of n.(X, x.) extends to a representation.   This means

that if w is any word in q symbols and if tviyA = 1 then wir ¡kg)) = 1.  Or if

wirriD)) is null homotopic then w(r..(g)) = 1.  But the word w(r..iD)) is null

homotopic iff it can be reduced to the trivial word D j 1 by a sequence of substi-

tutions of the form

(1) Dkp¡. replacing Dkj, it Vjkl¿ 0,

(2) Dk. replacing Dkp¡., if Ujkl ¿ 0.
However if g is in the image of X, for each nonempty Ujk¡ we have gfc/g/;- = g¿y

Thus the image of r ° X is in the image of y.  We define a continuous map
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d: Z    —» Rep by r ° A = y ° 0.  Notice that r is defined so that r ° y = y.   For let

p £ Rep and suppose y,-  =[D ,,    • « • D .. • • • D,  A.   Then
I] 1Ä | ZJ I J 1

rt./.y(p)) = p(yUj) -• • piy^ • • • piy^t)

-ptyul-*-y«-"V"^,*il)*i*2"'I>#",,>li|1"'<y«>"(y(p)V

Thus we have constructed continuous maps making the diagrams commute:

y/    V and    y fx
Rep-^—Z1 Rep^__Zl

Thus r°y= r°Ao<p = yo0°rA.   Since r ° y = y we have y = y ° 0 ° r/> so

0 °r/> = 1„   .   So we have 6 is surjective.  Suppose p and p    are conjugate repre-

sentations.   Then there is a homeomorphism germ h such that

pHyA = bpiyjb-1,       yip1).. = fc(y(p). .)¿~».

Thus r/>(p) and rp(p ) define the same element in [H  Y.  Call the resulting con-

tinuous map, [cp]: ÍRepi —• [H  Y.   Also if g and g    in Zx define the same ele-

ment of if/1}, that is, if g^. = bjgjhj1 for if. 6 . in Homeor(R\ 0), then 0(gO

is the ¿.-conjugate of Oig).   Thus 0 also defines a continuous map [0]:

[HXY — lReplr.  We already know that [0] ° [</>]= 1. ̂  ..  To see that [<)S] o [0] =

l(Hljr note that

(<p o0)(g).;. = 0(g)(y..) = (y(0(g))L. = (KA(g)))..

= '«/«) = (gI7i * * • gjfeifg^ ~'gklJ- *fifiX
where C. = D, .   ••• Djj and C. = D.,    • • ■ D,   ..

«        l»i '/* * l«i *r'

This completes the proof of the fact that

Proposition 1. For any r,  0<r<t, and any subgroup G of Diff(R , O), if

X is any compact manifold then (Repín^X), G)|r and [HxiX, G)Y are homeomor-

phic.   These homeomorphisms commute with the forgetful projections.

A. In this paragraph we prove

Proposition 2. The 1:1 correspondence h given by Hae¡liger (see §2) is a

homeomorphism making the following diagram commute.

i-—»f/Hx, Diff R*>

J     .        1
3* -—-► f/1(X, Diff(R*,0))
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To show that A is a homeomorphism, we restrict our attention to the open sets

Jp and J vX for v an R -bundle over X.   We describe 3;    and 3:   x in terms of

coordinate-foliation germs at zJ,X) (defined below) by means of distinguished

functions (see [H2]).   Since v will be fixed for this paragraph we let E be its

total space, n its projection, and z its zero section.

Definition. A coordinate-foliation germ at z(X) consists of a pair (11,/)

where 11 is an open cover of X and / = i/y| U £ 11 ¡, where /y is a germ at ziU)

of a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of zill) in E | U into U x R    such that

(1) the following diagram commutes,

(E | U, ziU))

i/o
;

m x Rfe, cuwy
where £y = jy °z \U and p is the projection on the first factor.   The Mather

broken arrow will be used to-denote germs.

(2) If U and U    e 11 have nonempty intersection then there is a continuous

function from U C\ U   into Diff R    (with the sheaf topology), gyy» i such that

ÍE\U n U',   ziU n U'))

f     / \f

ÍU nu'x R\ {„AU n [/')) —— ëvEL^ (u nu'x Rfe, CuiU n u'))

commutes, where if iu, v ) = ^»(zv) and (u, f) = £y(u), then guuiiu, ' ) is a germ

of a local C'-diffeomorphism of   R    with source v' and target tz.   Call i/yi» the

coordinate germs and }gtrM»i» the transition germs of the coordinate foliation germ.

For a fixed covering 11 of X, let C^Ol) be the space of coordinate foliation

germs defined in terms of 11.   We topologize C„(11) by declaring two elements /

and /' to be close if their i-jets; i]'f[J)\ziU) and i]tf'v)\ziU) are uniformly close.

An element of Cjji) determines an element of 5^, that is, there is an obvious

map of Cv(1l) into 3"^.   Call the image of C^Ol) in Jv, 5^(11).

The collection of C^(1l) for all open covers 11 is a directed system as is the

collection of all S^Ctt).  The direct limit of If „GDI is 5V .  Replacing Diff R*

by Diff (R*, 0) in the above definition, we can define Cv X(H). and J^ydl);

again 'Sv x is the direct limit of 3^ x(1l).  The topologies on 3^01) and ^VfX^-)

are the quotient topologies of those of £^(11) and Cy x01).

Roughly speaking, dir lim ÍCv x(1l)) is the set of microbundles with constant

transition functions at z(X) in E.   An analogous imprecise identification could

be made of dir lim C (11) if we had available a notion of microbundle without a

zero section.
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The mapping h: 3 — HxiX, Diff Rfe) can be easily described on 3^(11).   Take

a foliation which is the image of / £ C^Ql), the ¿-image of this foliation is the

equivalence class of the 1-cocycle in zKtt, Diff R*) given by g = iguy»|t/, U' £ U|,

the transition germs, where /y ° fjx = 1 x guy*.   We determine the images under

b of 3v in HxiX, Diff Rfe) and of S^ttt) in Hl<JL, Diff R*).

Consider the map /: Diff (R*) —»GLU, R): <p —* </■'(*) where rp"  is a germ of

a diffeomorphism of R    with source x, and (¡>'ix) is the Jacobian of <p at x.   This

is a groupoid morphism and induces a map j:Hl(X, Diff R¿) —♦ HHx, GLU, R)).

In the usual way, by means of transition functions, we consider v £ HxiX, GL(/e, R))

and let //¿(X, Diff R*) be the pre image of v under /', and let /7¿(X, Diff (R*, o))

be the / preimage of v in //¿(X, Diff (R*, 0)).

To complete the proof of Proposition 2 we prove

Lemma. (1) The h-image of 3    is contained in HxiX, Diff R ).

(2) HxviX, Diff R*) is open in HliX, Diff R*).

(3) b: 'Sv — HXviX, Diff Rk) is a homeomorphism.

Proof.  For (1) it suffices to prove that the ¿-image of 3^(11) is contained in

//KU, Diff R ) for any open cover 11 of X, by coordinate balls.   Thus we look

at the map  b on the "coordinate" level: h: C (11) —»ZKll), taking a set / of

coordinate germs to the set g of transition germs.   In particular suppose 11 *--

117,1, let /,. = fa.; g.. = gu.u .; E. = E\ U. etc.   Thus A(í/.¡) = Ig ..} where

I x g.. = f .°f~l. .Suppose the local trivializations of E are given relative to

II by F.: E . — U. x R*.   Thus the cocycle representing vin H1 (11, GLU, R)) is

given by {Grl where  1 x G.. = F. op-1, where G¿y: U .. —GLU, R).  Define

1 x A. a germ at U . x 0 of a diffeomorphism of U . x R    by the commutativity of

Thus we have the germ equation at U.. x 0 C t/¿j. x R ,

\.o(lxC..) = g..o(lxA.).

Letting D denote differentiation in the R -direction, we obtain

(D\-Vxo • Gfi'togj)o(ia(|„  0). dx.\Ux0
I] ' I) 11

which gives us the equivalence of the /-image of the class of igf.| with v.
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To prove (2) it suffices to show that ffKx, GL(zfe, R)) is discrete, for which

it suffices to show that for any open cover U of X,  ffHU, GLU, R)) is discrete.

Thus we must show that if g and g  are in zKU, GLU, R)) and sufficiently close,

there exist continuous maps Xy: U —» GLU, R) such that gyyiix) ° Xy ,(x) = Xy(x) °

g uu'íx), fot all   U, U' e 11 and x e U n U'.   The construction of such a 0-chain

X is a special case of the proof of (3).

To prove that h; 3"    —♦ H\,ÍX, Diff R ) is a homeomorphism we note first that

by (1) of this lemma and the above mentioned result of Haefliger that this restricted

h is 1:1 and onto.

Note.   In the remainder of this paragraph we omit Diff R* and X from the

notation for ff¿, z\, etc.

For each open cover U of X, we have the commutative diagram

3„(U) —^—.ffi.Ol)
v— ••„

h

where a,, and ß„ are continuous.   Thus the continuity of i is a consequence of

the continuity of h^ which in turn is a consequence of the continuity of

CV(U)   ->Z¿,(I0 which takes a set of coordinate germs into the corresponding

transition germ cocycle.   This last map is obviously continuous.

We prove that A-1 is continuous by showing that for each open cover 11 the

map A-1 0j8ii is continuous.

Since the projection Zj,(1l) —» H ¿01) is open we need merely prove the continu-

ity of
a ,

z£(n) -//»at) -2. »»-£-»3^

Remark. 1. It is sufficient to restrict attention to covers of X by open coor-

dinate balls.

Definition. Let a: Diff R* -» Rfe and b: Diff R* -» R* be the source and

target maps.  We say that a cocycle g e ZKU, Diff R*) is Cl if

G)  aigA: 17.. — R* is c' and

(ii) the germ of the map at the graph of aigA: y..: t/.. xR-' R ■ where

y..(x, • ) is the germ gAx), is the germ of a C'-map.

Obviously if g is a C'-cocycle,  big.) ate also all C'-maps.

2.    Since A: 3    —»ff1   is surjective, it is no restriction to compute ff¿

using only C'-cocycles.   For the rest of this paragraph z£,(11) means the set of

C'-cocycles.
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Definition. If 11 is any open-ball covering of X, a proper refinement S3 of U

is a refinement by open balls such that the cover, 93, the set of closures of the

balls in 93, also refines 11.

The continuity of h~    is a consequence of the following:

Lemma.  Let 11  be a cover of X by coordinate balls.   Let g £ Z1 (11).   Then

there is a proper refinement S3 of 11 and a neighborhood 9 of g and a continuous map

z?:Ö-^Cv(S3)

such that the following diagram commutes;

zxAU)dG—1->c (93)
v

„i-€l-> <sv

Were p    and q    are the obvious continuous projections.

Proof. The refinement S3 is any one such that h~xpAg) e image of a.   It

is no restriction to assume that U = IU., • • •, U ! and 93 = j y     ..., y } and

Vf. C V. C I/- for all i.   Just take a refinement U '   that has that property, construct

the map for the pair of coverings 11' and 93 and compose it with the refining map,

Z^(U) -♦ Z1 (HO.  Similarly we can assume that there is an f £ C„(1l) with

bq if) = p.ig).   In fact we may assume that if / = i/¿, i = 1, • • •, u] and g = fg.. 1 that

f. of-1 = 1 xg..: l/.xR*->l/..xR*• i    'j 6<j      i] i]

as germs with source f.iziu^)) - graph of aig.) and target fi^ziUA) = graph of

aig.).   Let a.. = aig..): {/.. —» R .   The scheme of the proof is as follows.   For
*\¿      ' ill

g  close enough to g, we construct a set of submersion germs:

A:l/.xRfe-»R*    with source    \J (graph a A U W. -  \J U A x R*

'      ' ¿/Í; " '      ifi     "

where if we set /. = (l x A) ° /., then

T.oJ-1 = 1 xg..: V..xRk->V..xR.*

as germs at the graph of aig ..|V..). Notice that there is no a priori contradiction here

since if U{.k¿ 0 then 8ij°8jk=8ik on ^fj* ^ aij = aik t*lere*  Tnus a^V ^s we^

defined on vJ,-^-  t/¿.   The continuous dependence of A on g, g  and a fixed

finite collection of partitions of unity is given explicitly below.   The measure
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of proximity of g  to g that defines the neighborhood 0 is given by the conditions

that the constructed X. are all submersion germs.   The fact that f.o f Tl = 1 x g ..

on the graph of a(g ... \ V „) gives A ° qAf ) = bqn(g) = p (g\ the commutativity

of the diagram of the lemma.

Let g e Z1ÍQ).  Let aigA = a., and a(g ..) = a ..; and let the graph of

tf|j = r...   We proceed to define the À.   As we go along we find the conditions on

g  which define U, the domain of rj.   We define X in two steps.   First for each

/' = 1, • • •, a, we define a submersion r. so that
;

E. —Í->(/. x R*-Uu. x R*
; i i

the target, A(l x r. ° /.) agrees (on a slightly smaller cover) with the sources

fl(l x g ..).   Thus at least as far as their sources and targets are concerned g ..

and (l x r.) °/~   °(1 x r.)~x agree.   In the second step the diffeomorphisms are

made to match up.

Let U x be a proper refinement of U so that ï&CÏ^Ct^CU by which we

mean U1 = {(/},..., Ux} with

V.Cff'c UXCU. for  i= 1, ...,a.
i       i        i        i

Let je jl, • • •, ai; we define r..   Let iojj, • ••, cpu} be a partition of unity for

U. subordinate to cover \U■-, i ¿ j, U■ - U-¿ ■ UA  where the support of cp{ is

contained in U-- and the support of cp. is contained in U- - U^ y U...    Define

r.: t/.xR1-. R* by:

t ix, t) = t+ 22 <P.ix)iaAx) - a .Xx)).
ifi

Since f.ízíuA) = Y{. = 10c, a¿.(x)) | x e {]..} we see that for x e uj^.

(1 x r.) o ///"Hx, «..(*))) =   (x. a Ax) + £ <pfe(x)(afc .(x) - «A/*))Y

For xe l/ffc., afc;.(x) = a¿;.(x) and akjix) = a{jix).  Thus

(1 x r. o/,)(z([/..)) = TA Vl..m \ix, Z..ix))\ x e U1}.

r..| V.. .  Let Xj: u\ x  R* —» R* be a projection on the second factor.  Suppose

we have completed íp - l)- steps of our induction.   That is, we have an open cover

ÏÏ*-1 such that S CU^-1 and a collection of submersion germs
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A.: Up~l x Rfe->Rfe   with source  /ÎUW1)).

;'=1, ...,p-l, such that if /»-'=(1 xAy)°/;!, / - 1, .... p - 1, /*-* ./J,

7 > p, and 1 x g>" » -/J" 1 o (/P- l)- 1,  then

«k"1-«,* on Ü/Tl« for ls/-*sp-i-

We still have a(g^~ 0 =_a(gy¿) on_Up~X for all /', *.   Choose a proper refinement

U" of U"-1 such that 58 CU" ell" cU""1.  To simplify the notation for this

inductive

and

p - 1, and on W.-fc,  ¿;. °g jk make sense for all 1, ;', k (since we adjusted all

the sources to be right in the last step).   Let ftp^l be a partition of unity for W

subordinate to the covering [W      j <p;W   - U. p W'*,, where the support of

cb. is contained in W.., j < p,  and r¿. = 1 — 2. .. tb.-.tj ]tf  1     r» fp }<p fj

«1   — outil mai   «j ^_ <*    v_ <*    ^_ t* ,    j.0 simpiiiy [tic nutation ror tnis

active step let (•,, • ••, e„) - (/>"l./J"0 and ef o.JI - ¿ .. = gP-\

let U*5-! = !8 and Up = B'. By our construction so far b .. =g .. I W... i < j <

Define A   by

P-l

XAx)it) =   L   <f> .ix)igAx) o b ..ix)it)) + <pAx)t.*Pi ¡P
7 = 1

The condition imposed on g   so that it is in 0 is that the A    so defined be a

germ of a submersion at the graph of aih . A.  If 1 < /' < p and x eW¡p, then

Xpix) = 8pj(x) °h . Ax).  In fact for such an x, X Ax) = 2       cf>kix) * ig    (je) °

hy Ax)).   If i <k <p and <pfe(x) ̂ 0, then x e W .fc    and

"Spk(x) °hkp{x) = *>,-W °Sik{x) ohkp

= *f,-W oi.t(x) ohkpix) = gp.ix) oh.pix).

For x e W.   we have then

Pi
(l x A 0 o e. o e~   = (l x A 0 o(lxi,.) = lxi/>       P     1 P Pi o

which completes the inductive step and the proof of the lemma.

II. Stability and instability of representations.

1. We begin investigating stability questions for Jx via the stability of

representations of n.(X).  Here stability means C-stability.

Up to this point we have suppressed, to a large extent, reference to the diff-

erentiability class of the foliations considered, the integer /.   Since the choice of

t is relevant in this part, we make it explicit.   The dictionary for this is

Jx = tfx,      S* = ?rx,      Diff = Diff*.
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As before, the integer t identifies the topology (the C'-topology) used in each of

these spaces as well as in the spaces Rep and {Rep!r constructed using Diff.

In the case of a closed orbit of a differential equation, the necessary and

sufficient condition for stability is that the Poincare" transform be hyperbolic

[Marcus].  Recall that a linear map is hyperbolic if its eigenvalues miss the unit

circle and a diffeomorphism germ, / e Diff'(R*, 0) is hyperbolic iff f'ÍO) is a

hyperbolic linear map.   The following result is well known:

Proposition. If p e Rep (Z, Diff (Rfe, 0)), then p is stable iff pil) is

hyperbolic.

Notation.  If a e tJx, we denote by pa the corresponding class in

{Rep (Z, Diff (R*. 0))!'.  Since hyperbolicity of an element of Diff (R*. 0) implies the

hyperbolicity of any Horneo5 (R , 0)-conjugate for s > 0, we can speak of the

hyperbolicity of pail), hence of pa.   Thus we have

Theorem 2. Let a e ^x and let Il^X) = Z, then a is stable at X iff p

is hyperbolic.

This theorem is an instance of the stability of a foliation or a representation

depending only on the 1-jet of the representation.

We consider GL(A, R) as a subgroup of Diff'(R*, 0) and let 71: Diff (R*, 0)

—♦ GL(ze, R) be the 1-jet at zero map.  We have the commutative diagram:

crGL(zt.R)

tJX
¡RepGljtX), GLU, R))l'

n

^O.GLU.R)     <-,|Rep(n,(X),GLU, R))l°

1 1
,3°.->¡Rep(nj(X), Diff (R*, 0))}°

Px   -HRepGljtX), Diff (Rfe, 0)]'

where all the horizontal maps are homeomorphisms (given by the corollary Theorem

1 of §2).  The vertical maps are those induced by the inclusion of GLU, R) in

Diff (R , 0)* and all the diagonal maps are forgetful.

Definition. An element p e Rep (II.(X), GL(*e, R)) is linearly stable if the

projection RepGljtX), GLU, R)) —» ÍRepGljíX), GL(zi, R))}° is constant on a

neighborhood of p.

Using this definition we can speak of linearly stable, linear foliations where

a linear foliation at X is one whose class is in   3P,L'*,R\
t      A
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Question. What is the relationship between the stability of a foliation at X

and the linear stability of its 1-jet, linear foliation?

In other words, if p e RepdIjtX), Diff'(Rfe, o)) how does the stability of p

relate to the linear stability of /'1 ° p?

In the case f = 1, it is trivial that if a e ^x is stable then so is its 1-jet

linear foliation.   This, of course, is a consequence of the fact that a neighborhood

of pb £ |Rep(n (X), Diff1 (R*. 0)!1 contains a neighborhood in |Rep(n,(X), GL(¿, R)]1

oí j1 ° pa:  Thus we have

Proposition. If there are no stable elements in Rep(n,(X), GL(/e, R)), then

there are no stable elements in   A?x.

So far we know that if II^X) is finite, any p £ Reptn^X), Diff'(R*, 0)) is

stable.  If IljiX) = Z, then p £ Rep(Z, Diff'(Rfe, 0)) is stable iff j1 °p(l) is

hyperbolic.   In the next section we show that there are no stable representations

of Z" in GL(¿, R) for n > 1.   The next question would be the stability of finite-

dimensional linear representations of simple or semisimple groups.  Is it true

that all finite dimensional linear representations of a finitely presented simple

group are stable}   (This would be analogous to the situation for Lie groups.)  We

have been informed that Stallings has produced a finitely presented infinite simple

group.   Thus the question is not a priori subsumed under the finite n^X) case.

2. We now consider representations of Z" into GLU, R) and show that there

are no stable ones.   The proof uses a number of elementary algebra arguments

which are included since we could find no reference for them.

Lemma. Let A, B e GL(fe, R); then if A has an eigenvalue of absolute value

one and B does not then A and B are not conjugate by a homeomorphism.

Proof. If A and B were conjugate by a homeomorphism the absolute-value-

one-eigenvector of A would be recurrent for B.  But B has only 0 as recurrent point.

Definition.   Let G be any group.   A representation p £ Rep(G, GL(A, R)) is

hyperbolic if the eigenvalues of p(x) are all off the unit circle for x ¿ idenitiy in G.

Proposition. For n > 1, the set of hyperbolic representations and its comple-

ment are dense sets in Rep(Z", GL(&, R)).

This proposition implies

Theorem 3. Let n > 1, then there are no stable elements in Rep (Zn, GLik, R)).

Corollary. Let X be a compact manifold with üj(X) = Zn for n > I.  Then

there are no stable elements in   .5v.
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Proof of the proposition.

Lemma. Let G be an abelian group and p e Rep(G, GL(A, R)).  TAen R* =

E j © • • • ©En where E. is an invariant subspace for the representation and in

complex form pig) | E . = y.ig)l + /V .(g) where y.ig) e C - ÍOl and N .(g) is nilpotent

and y. is a homomorphism of G into the multiplicative group of nonzero complex

numbers.

Proof. Let g e G and let X be an eigenvalue of pig).   For sufficiently high

m, ker ÍXI - pig))m = ker ÍXI - pig))m + [.   Further this kernel is invariant under all

linear maps which commute with pig)-   On this subspace pig) - XI + ipig) — XI).

Using the finite dimensionality of R , we get the direct sum decomposition.   That

the yi ate elements of Rep(G, C ) is obvious.

To complete the proof of the proposition, we take any representation p, and

restrict to one of the subspaces E . of the lemma.  Let e .,••-, e    be a set of

generators of Z".   We can change the representation by multiplying the pie .) by a

real number r. 4 0.   The representation g —, y ig) will hit the unit circle iff there

are integers zzz. such that  |det ÍU.píe .)  ')| = 1.

This is equivalent to the existence of integers zzz. such that

Z mj In | yle)\ = 0.
i

The set of points which satisfy S"_. zzz x . = 0, for (zzz., • • •, zz2n) e Z" is a count-

able union of hyperplanes in R" which contains the set of rational points.   Thus

this set and its complement is dense in R".   By multiplying the pie.) by r.

arbitrarily close to 1 we may move the /»-tuple (lnly^e j) | , • • •, In | y,(en)|) into

either of these sets.

The proof given here is valid if Z" is replaced by any group of the form

Zn x G, for G arbitrary, and « > 1.   Thus we have actually proven

Theorem. Let n > 1,  and let G be an arbitrary group.   Then there are no

stable elements in Rep (Zn x G, GL(zi, R)).

Corollary. Let X be a compact manifold with UA[X) of the form Zn x G for

« > 1.   TAen there are no stable elements in  j3x.

Question.  Are there any stable representations of (finitely presented) solvable

group into GL(&, R)?

We expect the answer to this question to be "essentially no", and for that

reason we raised the question of stability of linear representations only for simple

and semisimple groups.
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